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1. ABSTIUCT

The development of new multimedia services
and environments requires new concepts both
to support the new working process on dis-
tributed computers and to protect the multi-
media data during the production and the dis-
tribution in digital marketplaces. This article
addresses copyright protection as a major se-
curity demand in digital marketplaces We
propose and compare two watermarking tech-
niques for MPEG video with the intention to
show the advantages and the possible weak-
ness in the schemes working in the frequency
domain and in the spatial domain. To improve
the view to the distortion of the watermarked
frames we generate a 3D-difference view
measuring the changes which were made
during watermarking process and/or caused
by several damaging attacks.
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video, copyright protection
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still images, [1], [2], [3], [1O], or the copyright system
SysCoP developed by [8]. The rarely existing video based
technologies mostly lack robust continuous signing of all
video fianes. The following projects are related to digital
video copyright protectio~ the WatexmarkingDataBladem
from NEC (1996) or the digital watermarking of MPEG-2
Coded Video in the BitstreamDomain from the University
of Erlange~ Germany,[7]. Our work focuses on the im-
plementation and evaluation of robust watennarking tech-
nologies for MPEG video with the intention to embed wa-
termarksin every encoded video fiarue. In the fist section
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2. Motivation
In the A4SM project a new production environment cur-
rently under development at GMD-IPSI, a variety of secu-
rity features are being developed to increase the users’ ac-
ceptance. A detailed security risk model can be found in
[4]. One major aspect is copyright protection. The video
production process leads to a final product based on indi-
vidual ideas, and the result is an unique intellectual crea-
tion. With the digital representation of the video, the pro-
cuders run the risk of suffering disadvantages like direct
financial loss, legal problems and image loss. Problems
include unauthorized taping, reading, manipulating or re-
moving data. Designers, producers and publishers of video
or multimedia material are therefore seeking technical so-
lutions to the problems associated with copyright protec-
tion of multimedia data.

In this paper we propose and compare two watermarking
techniques for MPEG video with the intention to show the
advantages and the possl%le weakness in the schemes
working in the frequency domain and in the spatial domain.
The main concept of the approaches is to provide environ-
ments where digital videos can be signed by authors or
producers as their intellectual property to ensure and prove
ownership rights on the produced video material during its
distribution.The most existing systems are mai.ulvused for

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1145%2F290747.290757&domain=pdf&date_stamp=1998-09-01
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we descriie two existing watermarking techniques for im-
ages and our main intentions to adapt these algorithms to
design a video based algorithm based on the existing
schemes. We continue with the description of the exper-
imental system our improvements and tests results. Our
testsmainly based on compressio~ format conversions and
Stirhk.fk attacks, [8]. Finally, we assess our achievements
so far, and provide an overview of fiuiher work

3. Digital ‘iVatermarking
Digital watermarking is the embling technology to prove
of ownership on copyrighted rnateri~ detect the originator
of illegally made copies, monitor the usage of the copy-
righted multimedia dataand anrdysethe spread spectrum of
the dataover netwoiks and servers. Our goal is to design an
algorithm which can be used for all these features and em-
beds every kind of coded information typically binary
coded words.

Basically, watermak, labels or codes embedded into mul-
timedia datafor enforcing a copyxight must uniquely iden-
tify the data as property of the copyright holder, and must
be di%icult to be remove~ even after various media trans-
formation processes. Tlms the goal of a label is to always
remain present in the data Today the existing labelling
techniques have different security problems regarding ro-
bustness and visual artefacts, 12], [S]. In order to prevent
any copyxight forgery, misuse or violatioq the key to the
copyright labelling technique is to provide security and
rolmstness of the embedded label against a variety of
threatswhich include:

● Detecting embedding locations by comparing ditYer-
ently labelled versions of the same originrdmaterial.

. Finding and altering the embedded label through visual
or statisticalanalysis.

. “The lBh&atiack”: Instead of introducing a new water-
rrWk with an own algorithm and claiming the author-
ship, a counterfeit original of a watermarkedpicture is
produced by removing a wated thus claiming that
the original of the real owner contains the watermafk
which we removed.

. Damaging or removing the embedded label using
common multimedia processing.

hhirdy we want to address the last point because MPEG
compression itself performs multimedia processing like
lossy compression or scaling. All necessary transfonnations
on the fi-a.mescan lead to a distortion of the embedded in-
formation and the label cannot be retrieved by the owner.
The two presented techniques are adaptedversions of algo-
rithms by [8] and [6J for still images previously published.
Our work seeks to address MPEG format specifications to
provide robust digital watermarking mechanisms for dis-
tributedvideo production systems.

3.1 Requirements for MPEG Video Water-
marking
In this paper we address the video pm MPEG standard
1993, [11]. The h4PEG compression algorithms employ
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coding techniques on
image blocks of 8x8, prediction and motion compensation.
The resulting output stream contents a sequence of I-, P-
and B-flames.
Following requirements are considered important for
MPEG video watermarking:

●

●

●

●

●

Robustness againsthigh compression rates of the DCT
compressio~ motion compensation and prediction
(very impotit)

Robustness againstscaling (very important)

Labelling of every single video fkune (I-, P- and B-
iiarnes) to provide continuous watermarking and avoid
attacksof cutting single i%unes

Ensuring correct decoding of the frame sequences
without visual artefacts(remark changes of an I-flame
influences the following coding of B- and P-fkunes)

Runtime, performance for streaming video or stored
video (be;ause today our environment do not need
streaming video watermarking we do not regard per-
formance in our first implementations)

Before we are describing the experimental system we de-
scriie the two basic algorithq their advantages and disad-
vantages and our new implementation strategy:

4. The Zhao Koch Algorithm
The Zhao-Koch algorit.hq [8], embeds the copyright label
in the Ilequency domain. Originally, the luminance infor-
mation Y in the spatial domain is discrete cosine trans-
formed (XT) into the frequency domain and then quan-
tized. The algorithm pseudo randomly chooses three coef-
ficients from the quantized IXT encoded block and ma-
nipulatesthem to store a single bit information of the copy-
right label (like binary coded name or address of the
owner) using a secret key. For embedding the 1 or the Obit
Zhao and Koch define different patternswith High, Middle
and Low as manipulation rule, see [8]. If storing a bit of
information requires a significant change in the coei%cients
of a block then the coefficients are manipulated to form an
invalid pattern to tell the retrieval there is no information
embedded in that block. Generally the invalid pattern re-
quires less of changes in the coefficients than encoding a O
or 1.

During extractionprocess, the same coefficients are pseudo
randomly selected using the secret key and the relationship
between the coefficients are analysed. Depending on the
relationship a Oor 1 is extracted.

The algorithm does not need the original image for re-
.-

trieval. An advantage is, that the watermark information is
embedded in the compressed domain and can be easily
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applied to MPEG compressed video with minimal opera-
tions.

Despite these advantages the algorithm has a few short-
comings: every block is modified and artefacts are com-
mon especially in smooth blocks or in sharp edges. The
algorithm is not rolm.stagainst scaling or rotation because
the image dimension is used to generate a appropriate
pseudo random sequence. Our goal is to evaluate the be-
haviour with h41?EGcompression and the coding in P- and
B-5ames. Our improvements address the visual distortion
mainly to keep tie high quality of the video and to prevent
selective attacks on the watermmk using efficient error
correcting codes. We use smooth block and edge recogni-
tion schemes to avoid artefacts.

5. The Fridrich-Algorithm
The method is based on overlaying a patternwith its power
concentratedmostly in low frequencies. The patternis cre-
ated using a pseudo random number generator and a cellu-
lar automaton with voting rules. The robustness of the
method has been shown by Fridrich ~6J.The method also
overcomes a possl%le weakness of the method of [2] which
can be attacked by using the fict that areas of the image
which are almost uniform or have an almost constant
brightness gradient may show a portion of the watermark
pattern. To overcome this weakness, Fridrich uses a wa-
terrnarkingmethod based on pattern overlaying. Since the
patternwill be formed in a sensitive way based on the wa-
termark sequence, even if the watermark pattern shows in
tiorm areas, it is not possible to mount an attack The
watermark bit sequence is used for initializing a pseudo-
random generatorto create a random black and white initial
patternof the same size as the image. A celhilar automaton
with voting rides is applied till a convergence to a fixed
point is obtained. The voting rule coalesces random patches
into connected areas. The pattern is I%rtherfiltered by a
smoothing iilter to move the main portion of the power to
low tiequencies. The gray levels of the final pattern are
scaled to a small range and the pattern is finally added to
the image. The watermarked image shows no visible deg-
radation caused by the overlaid patte~ yet the pattern is
embedded in a robust sense. It is possl%leto prove thepres-
ence of thepatternin images after filtering, JJ?EGcompres-
sion with as low as 5% quality factor, cropping, re-
sampling, blurring, down-sampling, and noise adding. The
watermark also appears to be resistantwith respect to the
collusion attack (averaging several watermarked images to
remove the watermiuk).

The first main disadvantage is, that the retrieval process
requires the origir@ un-watermarked image. For videos
ibis is not acceptable because we would need tie whole
video to prove the watermark Our algorithm Iixes this
shortcoming using plain statistical techniques to retrieve
the label without the origim

The second main disadvantage is that the watermarking
algorithm embeds only one information thepattern created
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using a pseudo-random number generator and a cellular
automatonwith voting rules. There is no detailed tiorma-
tion about the author or producer embedded. The retrieval
process provides only true or false if the pattern was re-
trieved successfidly. Our goal is to extend the algorithm in
a way thatwe can embed code words for detailed informa-
tion like authorname or address.

6. Experimental System - MJ?EG Water-
marking .
The experimental systems adapt the strengthof the embed-
ded watermarkto the HVS-properties using two parameters
instead of uniformly modulate the luminance values:
smoothness and edge character of the block. The edge
characteristics are mainly based on the analysis of DCT
values so thatwe can mostly detect vertical and horizontal
edges. Smoothness and edge character are the two main
parameters.These are concerned in both algorithms and the
expected vM%ility of the watermark can be calculated (as
descriied later), resulting in a value which can be inter-
preted as the capability of the block to incorporate the wa-
termark without visual distortions. Before the watermark-
ing starts,the MPEG video is traversed with the decoding
and single flames (frame data) are produced. The informa-
tion to be embedded (label data) is encrypted with a secret
user key and then embedded into the image data with the
same user key used as seed for a pseudo random number
generation. The general embedding scheme of both imple-
mentationsis shown in the next figure:

mid
FmmeData T

Figure 1: General Embedding Scheme

Before the watermarking starts, the MPEG video is trav-
ersed with the decoding and single frames (frame data) are
produced. The information to be embedded (label data) is
encrypted with a secret user key and then embedded into
the image data with the same user key used as seed for a
pseudo random number generation. The retrieval is per-
formed with the inverse steps shown in the following fig-
ure

ml F]qg

Figure 2 General Retrieval Scheme
E Decrypted
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Before the retrieval starts,the video is traversed again with
the decoder and single 15arnesare produced. In the next
chapter we descriie the detailed embedding and retrieval
steps separatedinto the two used algorithms.
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6.1 Approach I in the DCT Domain

6.I.I Embedding metkod
The embedding of the Iabel data is performed in three
steps. Originally Zhao and Koch have used only two steps,
the fist and the third one. We have integrateda second step
to improve tbe visual quality of the watermarkedtie and
integratean error correcting code.
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Figure3: Improved Embedding Scheme

In the Iirst step a position sequence is generated from the
user key as a seed with a secure random number generator-
This is necessary to hide tie watermrakin the tie. In the
order of the generated position sequence every block is
now discrete cosine transformed. The second step consists
of the smooth block and edge detection as mentioned ear-
lier. Although sophisticated techniques were developed to
check for HW3-characteristics the calculation of the
smoothness and the edge character of the block is kept
quite simple. This is due to the fact that in future versions
this calculation has to be done in the MPEG-stream domain
and hopefidly in real-time. The parametersmooth is simple
the number of DCT-coefficients which are not zero after
quantization with the quantization matrix C& seen in the
following matrix. Thus, high values of smooth indicate
many frequency components and therefore a great visual
tolerance against additional distortions through the water-
mark.

low 16 11 10 16 24 40 51 61

12 12 14 19 26 5s 60 55

14 13 16 24 40 57 69 56

14 17 22 29 51 87 80 62

18 22 37 56 68 109 103 77

24 35 55 64 81 104 113 92

49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101

72 92 95 98 112 100 103 99 High

Unfortunatelyblocks with edge charactetitics often have a
lot of frequency components, too. llms a second parameter
edge is introduced additionally to reduce artefacts.

The parameteredge is calculated as simple as smooth:edge
is the sumof the absolute vrdues of the DCT-coefficients 1,
2, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17 as marked in ~, which represents the
lower DCT tiequencies. High values in these components
indicate that the block could have edge characteristics.To
determine the level of tolerance against distortions through

the watermark caused by each of the two parametersa lin-
ear combination is madti Level = smoothscale*smooth+
edgescale*edge+ offset

The parameter ofset is needed for a base strength of the
watermark. The linear combination can now be imagined
as a watermark strength indicated by offset and slight
variations in strength in dependence of the block charac-
teristics weighted with the parameters smoothscale and
edgescale.

smoothscale= -IO, edgescale= 0.27 and offset=50 were
evaluatedthrough experiments.

Because Level canhave negative values, Level is restricted
to values between Oand 50:

lfLevel>50 Level=50

lfLevel<OLevel= O

So fiu the level-estimation is independent from the used
watermarkingalgoritlnn.

To determine the strengthof the watermark in dependence
of Level an additional quantization-factor Q~is used in the
Zhao-Koch algoritbrn. Every change to DCT-values are
made on the originally DCT-value quantized with QJQP
Therefore if a change is made to a quantized DCT-value
with Q~l this lead to a 4 times higher change than with

QF4. Qfis c~c~atedfromL~ez ~wh a ~ble-look-w,
because of the not necessarily linear correlation and the
small range of Q+

Q~ 112344

Level/10 01234>4

Before embedding can startan error correcting code is cre-
ated in the following way every watermarking information
letter is coded into 5 bits first. The resulting bitstream is
then (31, 6, 15)-BCH encoded. To ensure improved redun-
dancy every 31 bit word is inserted repeatedly. The pa-
rameter bit redundancy determines the amount of redun-
dancy.

In the third step the watermark information with the error
corrections and redundancy is embedded as described in
the Zhao-Koch algontbm. From each quantized DCT-block
three locations in the medium frequencies with absolute
values Yl, Y2 and Y3 are chose% where the bit should be
inserted. To encode the bit the three values were changed
to one of the following patterns:

Bitl 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

YIHHMMLLMM

Y2HMHMLMLM

Y3LLLLHHHH

If the changes to embed the Bit are too big, so that visual
distortions are commoL Yl, Y2 and Y3 are changed to an
invalid pattern (H,L,M, L,H,M ; M,M,M). After the
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changes are made the block is requantized and inverse dis-
crete cosine transformed.

6.1.2 Retri”evalMethod
Theretrievalispetiormedinthesameway of theZhao and
Koch algorithm. We decode the single tie of the video
and perform the inverse steps of the embedding first the
position generation and the retrieval of the embedded data.

‘s
Figure 4 Improved Retrieval Scheme

The first two steps are exactly as in the embedding process.
Step 2 is not essential but the Wormation about the
strength of the watermark in each block is helpful -while
using the descriied error correcting andredundrmcy code.

In the third step the same three locations from every block
must be examined like the ones used in the embedding pro-
cess. Then the patterns cotdd be checked and the water-
mark bit could be read out.

6.1.3 lZxpenmentalRe.wits
We have tested our adapted implementation of the Zhao-
Koch algorithm with different MPEG-Videos. One exam-
ple should demonstrate the capabfities and the shortcom-
ings of the algorithm. The results of the first 15 frames of
the video are shown. The table contains the errorrates after
MPEG-reencoding, format conversion to QuickTime and
after the watermark removing program StirMark is used
[9]. StirMarkcombines various attacks.It simulatesdistor-
tions caused by a printing and rescanning process. Fur-
thermore it introduces some minor geometric distortions
like stretching, sheaiing, rotations and shifting. It is re-
ported that Stirhk.rk is very effective against most even
commercial watermarking techniques. However, the dis-
tortions introduced by StirMarkareunrecognizable.

The chosen video museum.rnpg is about a virtualmuseum.
A camera leads from the entrance from the museum
through several rooms. The first 30 frames show a shont
zoom tiom the entrance of the museum. For a better view
tie HTML version of the paper caube found ix
www.darmstad@md.de/mobile/watermarkinC with the

images and video sources used in thisuaper.

Figure
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Video characteristics: Musemmmpg

No. of 8x8 blocks 1320

Compression I-Frame 3.42%

Compression P-Frame 2.65%

Compression B-Frame 1.2270

IPB-order IBBPBB

Compression-rates are calculated fi-om uncompressed 24
bit images and the algorithmuses the following parameters:
smoothscale = -10, edgescale = 0.43 and offset = 40, wa-
termark strength: 2.0 and bit redundancy 4. Conversion
table from Level to Quantizationfactor Q:

Qf 112344

Level/10 01234>4

These parameters leads to a watermark strength which
cause slight artefacts in uniform regions. To improve the
view to the distortion chapter 6.2.3 offers a 3D-difference
view measuring the changes. In summary the strength of
the algorithm can be assumed as high. The visual quality
improvements can be evaluated at
Www-dannstadt.grnd.delmobilelmedialwatermarkingin the
HTh4L version of this paper. The original Zhao algorithm
Koch with the default settingsproduces several artefactsin
the smooth regions and throughoutbrighter frames.

Figure 6: Watermarked museum (first frame)

Our robust test results are dispayed in the next table. We
embedded 60 Bits of watermarking information. We per-
formed MPEG-encoding, Quicktime transformation and
StirMark-Attack and got following results with the im-
proved Zhao-Koch-algorithm. The table measures the bit
errors after the performed transformations with the error
correcting code. The numbers show the amount of bit-
errors occurred in the 15rst13 frames after high MPEG
compressio~ QuickTime conversion and Stirmarkattack.

FrameNo. 0123456

F-Type IBBPBBI

MPEG BCH 0000000

QuickTirneBCH O 1 9 1 0 0 0

StirMarkBCH 22 29 29 16 17 19 24
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FrameNo. 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

F-Type BBPB BIB

h4PEGBCH 0000000

QuickTimeBCH o 0 0 1 0 0 5

Stirh&rkBCH 2.2

Table 1: Absolut Errors

The following bit error rates can be measured all together
of our experiments ( about 10 video streams):

museununp~

hIl?EG:

I-Frames<lYo P-Frames 1-2% B-Frames 5%

QuickTimti

I-Frame 1-294.P-Frames 5% B-Frames 7%

StirhMc 32%

Table 2 Error Rates

Regarding the error rate table we want to discuss our re-
.suk the fit apparent thing is that the algorithm shows
very good results in MPEG compression and Qnicktime
conversions. The error rates of the watermark information
in I-Frame is excellent B-Frames have still some problems.
StihkNk removes the watermarkup to 30 percen< without
the error correcting code the watermaik was destroyed
completely. Stirmarkdestroys the watermarkin the original
Zhao-Koch completely. Visual artefactscan be avoided.

6.2 Approach II in the Spatial Domain
The proposed watermarking technique of Fridrich is modi-
fied in the following way to overcome the two main short-
comings: retrieval without the origin and embedding of
Emmy coded labels. To ensure the last requirement instead
of one overlaying pattern over the whole tie we add a
8x8 pattern over every 8x8 Block of the i%une. To embed
binary code words we deiine additional modification rules
of the overlaying 8x8 pattern descriied in the following
embedding strategy. Furthermorewe use statisticalproper-
ties to find the label in the refrieval procedure without the
original tie.

6.2.1 Embedding nzethod
First of all a position sequence like the one used in the
Zhao-Koch algorithm is generated to determine the blocks
we want to mod@. The next figure illustratesthe embed-
ding steps. For each block a user key dependent pattern is
made in the foIlowing maune~ We startby creating a 8x8
pseudo random patternwith the user key as a see~ step 1.
To eIiminate the high frequencies in this pattern a cellular
automaton with simple voting rules is used. Every position
in the 8x8 random patternis tested on the number of’1‘ in
the eight co-sited positions. If the number exceeds five the
actual position is set to ‘1’ too, if the number is less than 3
it is set to ‘O’, seethe marked rectangle for an example. By
applying these rules several times on the whole 8x8 block

we obtain a patternM with less high frequencies, steps 2-
4. Now a correlation between the pattern and the lumi-
nance block has to be insertedaccording to the bit we want
to embed step 5. If we want to embed a ‘ 1‘ we add a value
~ which is calculated in the smoothfedge block estimation
routine via a table look up from Level, in each luminance
block position where the corresponding position in the
pattern M is ‘ 1‘ and we subtract the value k if the corre-
sponding position is ‘O’. If we want to embed a ‘O’ we do it
vice versa.

Due to the fact that we use much smaller patterns (8x8)
than Fridrich (one pattern for the whole fiwne), we can
embed much more tionnation. The disadvantage of this
technique is thatwe have to calculate with high bit errors in
the detection process. We can overcome this shortcoming
by applying an error-comecting code (we use a (3 1,6, 15)-
BCH code) and an additional redundancy code on the wa-
termarkinformation before we startthe embedding process.

userKey

Figure % Embedding Process

6.2.2 Reti”evalMethod
In the retrieval process seen in the next figure the same 8x8
patternsM have to be generated as in the embedding proc-
ess, step 1-4. To test the correlation between the huni-
nance block and the patternM the average luminance value
avl (suml div #1) of positions with a corresponding ‘ 1‘
and the average 1uminance value mil (sumO div #O) with a
corresponding ‘O’ in thepatternM is produced. If the huni-
nance block and the pattern M would be uncoxrelated the
diiTerence of both values should be near zero. But due to
the embedding process one of these values should be sig-
nificantly higher (around 2*k) than the other. Thus we es-
timate an embedded bit ‘ 1‘ if avl>avO.Otherwisewe esti-
mate an embedded bit ‘O’. With this statisticalanalysis we
avoid using the original flames. If all bits are retrieved the
watermarkinformation is decoded with the same (31,6,15)
BCH-Code and the additional redundancy code. The re-
trievalprocess is shown in the following diagram:
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Figure S Retrieval Process

6.2.3 E-zperimentalRe-suits
We have tested the improved Fridrich-algoritlun with the
following parameters: smoothscale = -12, edgescale = 0.27
and offset = 50, watermarkiug strength 1.1 and bit redun-
dancy 4. Conversion table from Level to k (see description
of embedding method):

k 12126433

Level/10 O 1 234>4

We chose the same video sequences of the museum.mpg.
The first watermarked tie can be seen in the following
picture. It is hard to evaluate the distortions.A better view
can be seen in the 3D-difference view in chapter 6.2.3 or in
the H’lML version of this paper at
~._tidLm&de/mob3e/me&dm~mti5. Ob-
viously visual arteflcts could be avoided

Figure 9: Watermarked museum (fti frame)

We embedded 60 Bits of copyrigth information. We per-
formed the same transformations: MPEG-encoding,
Quicklime transformation and StirMark-Attack and got
following results with the improved Fndrich-rdgorithm,
The table measures the amount of bit errors after the per-
formed transformationswith BCH code and the additional
redundancy code.

FrameNo. 0123456

F-Type IBBPBBI

MPEG BCH 0076040

QnickTimeBCH O 12 lb II 23 15 5

stirM~k BCH 19 27 24 23 M 27 24

FrameNo. 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

F-Type BBPB BIB

MPEG BCH 0202805

Quicklime BCH 15 18 4 26 33 7 18

StirMarkBC!H 23

Table3: Absoluteerrors

The following error rates can be measured all together of
our experiments( about 10 video streams):

museuru.mpg:

MPEG

I-Frames 1-2% P-Frames3% B-Frames 7’%

QuickTimti

I-Frame 8% P-Frames 157. B-Frames 35’XO

StirMark:3 l%

Table A Error rates

Regarding the error rate table we want to discuss our re-
sults

If only I- Frameswould be watermarkedthe error rate after
MPEG-encoding are also promising. B- and P-frames are
not sufficient watermarked. Compared to our adapted
Zhao-Koch implementations the algorithm is less success-
fidly with the used error correction. If the watermark
should be robust againstQuickTime conversion thoug& the
strengthof the watermarkmust be increased by changing
the value k or the parametersof the smooth block and edge
detection part. As with the Zhao-Koch algorithm the wa-
termarkhas error rates up to 30 percent after the StirMark
attack But the advantage of the algorithm is, if we embed
only 10 information bits with a higher redundancy we get
low error rates about 5 percent, Additionally the algorithm
is more flexiile to handle StirMarkattacksmore efficiently
androbustly.

Now we want to discuss the visual artefacts in detail. To
get a more descriptive view on the distortions introduced in
the different steps, we measure the ditTerences of the
changes to the original frame. The idea is to transform the
difilerence into a 3D scene, [5]. The absolute difference
between the original frame and the watermarked frame, the
watermarked areas and the intensity of the watermark.
measuredby the height of the 3D relief can be seen. Based
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on these tiormation the quality loss can be measured. It
can be seerq if relevant image objects are watermarkedand
the robustness can be evaluated regarding the intensity,
and different algorithms can be compared. We have cre-
atedthe following 3D-scene~

Figure 10: a) Watennarke& Fndrich, b) Watermark@
Zhao-Koch

In the above pictures you see the differences between the
original ties and the watermarked versions. The ditTer-
entstrengthsof the watermarkin dependence to tbe smooth
and edge charactetitics of the picture can be seen very
good. Apparently both algorithms introduce similar
changes. This is because of the fact thatboth use the same
smooth and edge detection algorithm and both introduce
changes in the medium frequencies.

The figure 11 descnie the Werence of the watermarked-
re-encoded Iiames to the original ones. The difference to
the upper two pictures are quite small but leads already to
the observed errorrates of the Fridrichs approach
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Figure 12: a) StirMarkj Fndnch, b) StirMarIq Zhao-Koch

The 3D-scenes of figure 12 show the StirMark distortions.
Although the distortions seems to be very high they are
invisl%le to the observer when only looking at the “Stir-
Marked” tie. This is due to the fact that the biggest dis-
tortions are introduced through slight geometric transfor-
mations which are difficult to detect without the original
tie. Nevertheless they are not invisible to the watermark
detection algorithms as can be seen in the appropriateerror
rates.

Figure 13: a) QuickTime conversion, Fridnch, b) QuickTlme
conversion, Zhao-Koch

The last two pictures off figure 13 show the changes to the
watermarkedii-amesdue to the QuickTime conversion. The
distortions of the Zhao-Koch are lower and veri& the
measured error rates.
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6.3 Problems in the Experimental Systems
Is there a way to deal with attacks of the kind StirMark
uses? T&e Fndrich-algorithm offers a nice possibility to
handle geometric distortions and clipping. Before checking
for correlations the pattern can be geometric transformed
in the way the attack is expected_ Then the correlation is
tested. If the correlation increases the transformationwas in
the right way and another transformation could be applied.
Although this process could be very time consmning it
doesn’t necessarily need to be applied to each fiarne, be-
cause the attackerwould have to apply the same time con-
suming process. Against clipping the whole pattern con-
sisting of all 8x8 patternscould be shifted over the clipped
&e. Again the correlation would be tested and a high
value would indicate that the correct part of the pattern
matches the clipped tie.

7. Applicability for Object Watermarking
Object Watermarking is one major demand in the MPEG-4
standard to label separate objects of the video or video
planes. Both algorithms were analysed if they are useable
for inserting and retrieval of labels into regions of video
insteadof labelling the whole video ties. Our studiesare
based on traditionalMPEG-1 and h4PEG-2 videos with an
edge detection algorithm based on the Canny algoritbq
Is].

The main problem is to retrieve the correct watermarked
regions of the whole frame without the kuowledge of the
position of the objects. Our fit approach assumes a mini-
mal region of 64x64 pixel blocks which is watermmked.

The watermarking with the second approach m the spatird
domain is simple a multiple 64x64 pixel pattern which
depends on the user key is overlayed across the region
which should be watermarked. The retrieval searches for a
correlation of the 64x64 patternsin the actual video frame.
If the correlation threshold is found an object can be identi-
fied. Our experiments have shown that the watermarking
strengthmust be very high to differ from si.miktrprimary
correlation in other regions of the video flame which were
not watermarked. Therefore this practice causes substantial
artefactsin the watermarkedregions and can be found very
easy for an attacker. For tests we have watermarked three
regions in the background, The results can be seen in the
IITMLversion.

The first approach in the frequency domain provides better
results. We embedded an binary sequence of alternatingO
and 1 in 8x8 blocks. The retrieval searches for this alter-
mting sequence in every 64x64 block The amount of
matches of the O-1 sequence is measured. The visual dis-
tortions are less then with the approach II and can be
evaluatedin the HTML version.
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Figure 14 Frame with three watermarked regions approach I

8. Conclusions
Inthispaper we have discussed MPEG video watermarking
techniques, their possibilities and disadvantages to ensure
copyright protection- Our robustness tests are mainly based
on compressio~ format conversions and geometrical trans-
formations. We pointed out that our adapted Zhao Koch
approach with the error correcting code is appropriate for
MPEG video and the visual quali~ of the watermarked
flames could be improved. Format conversions are handled
with very low error rates. Especially there are high error
ratesafter StirMarkattacks.The attacksare very dit%icultto
handle. The Fridrich approach could also be adapted and
improved successfidly to embed binary code words and
perform a retrieval without the original. The robustness
tests are satis@iug, but there are still some problems with
B- and P-flames after MPEG compression and format con-
versions. The advantage of the Fridrichs algorithm is to
handle StirMark attacks. Therefore our Mm-e work is fo-
cused on improvements of the Fridrich algorithm to with-
standStirMarkattacksmore efficient. In parallel we ensure
multiple watennarking, object watermarking and improve
the runtime behaviour by embedding the information into
compressed video. The watermarkingpattern of the second
approach will be first DCT transformed before it is added
to the DCT coefficients directly. Afterwards a drift com-
pensationmust be performed.

The 3D scenes are very usefid to evaluate the visual arte-
facts and the distortionsafter several attacks.Our goal is to
integrate the watermarking techniques in our distributed
video production and distribution environment as an ena-
bling technology for electronic commerce and for digital
marketplaces to ensure copyrights.
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